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C91 - ARELLANO STEVENS
Taking you on a journey through the garden of sensual delights that is erotic literature, this collection aims to educate,
excite, surprise and instruct you through
the writings of Kathy Acker, Anne Rice,
Marco Vasssi, Vicki Hendricks, Michael
Hemmingson , Thomas Roche and Stewart Home.
A selection of over 40 stories of sexual
encounters from all over the world
Passion and lust from the pens of today's
leading writers of gay erotica Over 30
short masterpieces of gay erotic ﬁction
by male writers from around the world
are collected in this volume. They include rare gems, new work, complete
erotic novellas, sexy and intriguing characters, gorgeous settings. Contributors
include Allan Hollinghurst, Felice Picano,
Aaron Travis, Neil Bartlett, Andrew Holleran, Michael Lassell, Stan Persky, Philip Ridley and many more. Here is a whole garden of sensual delights in which gay men
speak openly and joyously to other gay
men about their passions, their desires.

A collection which ranges across the centuries and continents, from prehistoric
times to Victorian Scotland and the 1854
Boston World Fair. The historical settings
provide both intriguing backgrounds and
unexpected twists to this book of erotica.
New mysteries, as well as variations on
recurring ones, continue to surface on a
weekly basis around the globe, from
showers of frogs over Hungary to birds
falling to earth in Arkansas. This compendious round-up of unexplained phenomena examines everything from the experiments being done with the Large Hadron
Collider to classic maritime mysteries involving inexplicably missing crews, via
UFOs, mediums, cryptozoology, panics,
paranoia and a universe proving
stranger in fact than we'd imagined.
What is your secret desire? In this captivating Mammoth, real people give free
rein to their innermost longings. There
are graphic confessions and exciting encounters from London to Los Angeles,
and from Sydney to Stockholm.
A volume of black-and-white and color
studies by eighty of the world's foremost
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nude photographers is a sequel to the
successful Mammoth Book of Illustrated
Erotica and includes pieces by such
artists as Eric Kroll, Charles Gatewood,
and Gabrielle Rigon, in a collection complemented by short biographies of each
contributor. Original.
An inventive, provocative, and sensual
collection of over 40 of the year's best
erotic short stories from the world's leading writers.
DSM/Bondage and Dominance and Submission, recently brought to such extraordinary prominence by 50 Shades of
Grey, are perennially popular erotic
themes. This collection of over 40 outstanding new stories by some of the best
writers of erotica and romance, including
Kay Jaybee, K. D. Grace and Rachel
Kramer Bussel, all shortlisted for the Erotic Writer of the Year award , Donna George Storey, Sunday Times bestseller Vina Jackson, Booker shortlisted Matt
Thorne, Portia da Costa and Kristina
Lloyd.
What do women really want? What are
their most intimate erotic desires? The
confessions gathered together in this volume come from 50 perfectly ordinary women from all parts of the United Kingdom, elsewhere in Europe, North America and Australia. They oﬀer up their
most private dreams and most closely
kept sexual secrets. Some of their fantasies are shocking, others playful, but
all are utterly captivating. The stories lay
bare the often bizarre nature of female
desire, a buried thread in sometimes
mundane lives. Juices run freely at breakfast with Tiﬀany; another woman enjoys
a knickerless ride on public transport; a
student experiences an oral examination
by the professor of poetry; a housewife
joins Club Ped in a foot-fetish fantasy;
another woman sleeps her way across
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America with Kerouac.Erotic and illuminating, these are stories for open-minded, sensual readers.
An all-new collection of both black-and-white and color erotic art photography, featuring the work of 74 leading
photographers from the US, Europe, and
beyond who have made a name for themselves with their female nude and erotic
work, including Renée Jacobs, Thomas
Karsten, Chas Ray Krider, Steven Lyon,
Natacha Merritt, Craig Morey.
Unputdownable short erotic ﬁction from
the most outstanding writers in the ﬁeld.
Once again, Maxim Jakubowski has put
together a masterful selection of over 40
stories of sexual encounters from every
corner of the world. From both acclaimed
writers and exceptional newcomers, this
is powerful erotica which explores the
full range of human sensual and sexual
experience. Praise for previous editions:
'The overall standard is impressively
high.' Desire 'Few publications will boast
as many climaxes.' Observer
More than 40 pieces of erotic ﬁction from
all over the world that explore sexuality.
In the realm of the senses, everything
can be explored A seductive collection of
new writing from all over the world during 2005-06, selected by bestselling editor Maxim Jakubowski. These tales explore the extraordinary variety of the
erotic experience, as men and women
play out the eternal rhythms of desire.
Here is explicit sexual drama in all its
forms from some of the best writers in
the ﬁeld. PRAISE FOR THE BOOK 'Few
publications will boast as many climaxes.' Oliver Robinson, Observer
This unexpurgated collection of erotica
from all over the world brings together
some of the greatest writers on love and
sex to stimulate, excite, and surprise.
Among the contributors are Martin Amis,
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Poppy Z. Brite, Carol Ann Davis, and
Lawrence Schimel.
The pick of over 10 years of erotica from
an outstanding line-up of writers.
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Witty and arousing, here is the very
ﬁnest in new erotic writing from the year
2007-08. With more than 40 stories this
acclaimed annual oﬀers an addictive
menu of sex from all around the world.
This year features outstanding work from
both established masters and newer talents including Sage Vivant, O'Neil De
Noux, Sophie Mouette, Thomas S. Roche,
M. Christian, Saskia Walker and Alison
Tyler. The stories include: Jeremy Edwards, Slightly Ajar Lisette Ashton, Victoria's Hand Kelly Jameson, A Night in
Cameroon M. Christian, I Am Jo's Vibrator
Thomas S. Roche, Amour Noir Landon
Dixon, Matching Skirt and Kneepads
Rachel Kramer Bussel, Late for a
Spanking

Short tales of passion and lust from the
pens of today's most exciting writers of
lesbian erotica This all-new volume of lesbian erotica brings together a dazzling
selection of new ﬁction from around the
world. Here are 50 short stories from a
still growing genre, most of which have
been specially commissioned.The writing
covers the emotional spectrum, from intimate reminiscences and intensely personal experiences, to wild confessions and
magical encounters. Uninhibited, daring,
sexy and of course arousing, this is the
ultimate collection of short lesbian ﬁction. Contributors include Fae Gordon,
Lindy Edwards, L.S. Bell, J. Barfoot, Vav
Garnek, Georgina Taylor, Anna Smith, Deva Shore, Cynthia Richards, Elsbeth Potter, L.C. Jordan and Elizabeth Cage.
The 13th collection of the year’s best
short, erotic ﬁction from the world’s leading writers of erotica, here are 45 stories
of sexual encounters from every corner
of the world.
Over 130 short, short erotic stories of
about 1,500 words each, or over 500
pages of outstanding erotica in bite-sized pieces, exploring the full range of
human sensual and sexual experience.
Each one of eight sections is devoted to
a speciﬁc erotic kink, such as spanking,
submission, voyeurism, uniforms or
bondage, providing an astonishing diversity of erotica between the covers of one
book. Despite its length, this short-form
erotica from the world's leading writers
remains inventive, provocative, sensual,
and above all intelligent. These are sexual adventures to intrigue, shock, puzzle,
and both scare and arouse. Mere titillation is never enough.

The very best erotica from over a decade with more than 30 pieces of short
erotic ﬁction from the most outstanding
writers in the ﬁeld explore the full range
of human sensual and sexual experience.
Ever since the collapse of the Tower of
Babel, sex has been the common language uniting men and women throughout the world. Erotic prose is not just an
Anglo-Saxon phenomenon but a universal one - as this revised new edition of
the inﬂuential "Mammoth" volume gloriously demonstrates, with a miscellany of
exciting stories from over 16 diﬀerent
countries and languages Editor Maxim
Jakubowski has cherry-picked the ﬁnest
new writing from countries, such as
France and Italy, both so fertile right now
that they could ﬁll their own volumes.
The anthology features stories by Nobel
Prize winner Elfriede Jelinek, Orange
Prize-shortlisted Stella Duﬀy, plus ten
previously uncollected tales including:
'Jou Pu Tuan' by Li Yu, 'The Sex Lives of
Chameleons' by C.D. Formetta, 'Three
for the Money' by Marilyn Jaye-Lewis, 'Me-
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mories that Linger On' By Carlos Benito
Camacho, 'Opera' by Sonia Rykiel, 'The
New Fiancee' by N.T. Morley, and 'Tarot'
by Florence Dugas.
From the pens of today's leading female
writers of lesbian erotica come tales of
passion and lust, anticipation and regret,
ecstasy and bliss. The Mammoth Book of
Lesbian Erotica, edited by Rose Collis,
brings together forty-eight rewarding
tales from women writers around the
world.
This gathering of writings from well-known authors is a celebration of sensual love from classic times to the present
day. Representing some of literature's
brightest lights, this anthology aptly
fulﬁlls the many purposes of erotic writing. Included here are selections from
Anais Nin, Anne Rice, Pat Caliﬁa, Alice
Joanou, and many others.
In this new edition of The Mammoth
Book of Erotic Photography Maxim
Jakubowski presents an all-new collection of color and black-and-white erotic
art photography, featuring the work of
74 leading photographers from the US,
Europe, and beyond.
A collection of 48 original, sensual and
provocative sexual adventures, the
twelfth volume of The Mammoth Book of
Best New Erotica oﬀers the very best
new work of both deservedly well-known
names and up-and-coming talents, including Peggy Munson, for the ﬁrst time;
Elissa Wald; French author Emma Becker; award-winning SF writer Kij Johnson;
an acclaimed crime author writing as Pat
McStone; San Francisco photographer
Charles Gatewood; and newcomer I. J.
Miller. Here you will ﬁnd an exciting diversity of erotic writing which explores
the full breadth of human emotional, sensual and sexual experience - vanilla is
emphatically not the only ﬂavour - in sto-
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ries which are by turns intriguing, shocking, fascinating and enchanting. Other
contributors include Michael Hemmingson, Victoria Janssen, Ashley Lister and
Kristina Lloyd. 'Contract between Czarina
and her Submissive Anaïs' by Gala Fur
and Veronique Bergen 'The Horniest Girl
in San Francisco' by Charles Gatewood
'Spar' by Kij Johnson 'Whore' by D. L.
King 'The Blood Moon Kiss' by Mitzi Szereto 'Stella' by Saskia Walker And many
more . . .
The original Kama Sutra was designed to
help lovers to explore the height of sensual and erotic pleasure. Since then numerous variations have been produced
on this manual for love-making. Here, in
one giant volume, is the fullest ever collection of Kama Sutra positions and its
modern variants, including all the positions featured in the original text plus
over 50 more. Each position is clearly explained, with specially commissioned illustrations by award-winning artist Carolyn Weltman and Louisa Minkin. Also included are little known, revelatory stories of how each position developed, plus
the full, unexpurgated hstory of the Kama Sutra's own genesis. Packed with
beautiful illustrations and sensual
nuggets of inspiration, The Mammoth
Book of the Kama Sutra is the fullest ever collection of the world's most popular
lovemaking text.
In the tradition of Carroll & Graf's The
Mammoth Book of Erotica, The Mammoth Book of International Erotica, The
Mammoth Book of New Erotica, and The
Mammoth Book of Historical Erotica which together have sold more than
400,000 copies - comes this provocative
new volume in a hot-selling series, featuring such top writers of erotic ﬁction as
Robert Coover, O'Neil De Noux, Mark
Ramsden, Gene Santagarda, and Lucy
Taylor along with the editors of this siz-
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zling collection, Michael Hemmingson
and Maxim Jakubowski. Written especially for this anthology, these piquant tales
do not only titillate. As novellas, they also expatiate, involving the reader in the
complications of plot as well as of lust
and exploring the emotional interiors of
their characters as well as in their sensual intrigues and sexual gymnastics. From
Michael Perkins's "Night Moves" to William Vollmann's "De Sade's Last Stand,"
from Josephine Jarmaine's "The Doll" to
M. Christian's "Speaking Parts" - whether
disturbingly autobiographical or wildly
fantastical, meditative or action-packed these tales will arouse, fascinate, astound, and delight in their racy variety.
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First water-skiing squirrel
A large collection of gay male erotica includes stories and novellas by such Americans as Edmund White, Andrew Holleran, and John Preston, as well as such British ﬁgures as Oscar Wilde and Neil
Bartlett and newcomers from Europe
and elsewhere. Original.
This is a collection that goes well beyond
typical body-builder, calendar-boy images with photographs ranging from
striking details of male anatomy to intriguing portraits.
Passion and lust, anticipation and regret,
expectancy and ecstasy -- all the moods
and emotions of erotic love cast their
spell in this collection of forty-eight original tales commissioned especially for
this daring volume of international lesbian ﬁction. Whether sharing intimate
reminiscences and intensely personal experiences or recounting humorous encounters and magical matches, writers
as varied as Joan Nestle, Stella Duﬀy, Emma Donoghue, Susan Stinson, Patience
Agbabi, Karen X. Tulchinsky, and Bente
Clod uncover the depths of erotic desire
and scale the heights of sensual bliss in
the pages of this culturally diverse and
fascinating anthology. So it is that the
travails of star-crossed lovers in contemporary Vancouver stand in contrast to a
ﬁery encounter in snowbound Iceland,
and the ritualistic preparations of a Japanese girl for the return of her warrior
queen cast light on the rites of grief quietly observed by a lonely old woman for
the passing of her lover in a shadowy
corner of midwestern America. In these
worldly tales Eros takes many shapes
and wears many faces, and rarely fails to
strip the emotions bare. The consequences may be poignant, intriguing,
shocking, or sexually delicious. Whatever, they are always titillatingly unpredictable.

Everyone?s heard of Usain Bolt, but how
many people know about Dineka
Maguire? Like Bolt, the Irish woman is a
world record holder but in the rather lesser known sport of bog snorkelling. She is
just one of the hundreds of unsung
heroes featured in this book chronicling
the people who go to bizarre lengths to
break world records in the weirdest categories; people who devote hours of intense training to spitting dung, eating
cockroaches, sniﬃng feet or tossing tuna
in the hope of one day being recognised
as the best in the world. This astonishing
compendium of the weirdest, wackiest
and most disgusting world records will
amuse and astound in equal measure.
Entries include: Longest ear hair Fastest
marathon while wearing a deep-sea diving suit Fastest bog snorkeller Farthest
distance skateboarding by a goat Most
bees on body Most milk crates balanced
on head Fastest 5-km run while dressed
as a penguin and juggling Heaviest airplane pulled with teeth Fastest shopping
trolley Longest backwards motorcycle
ride Most stairs climbed by bicycle
Fastest 30 metres on a scooter by a dog
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Expanded and with great new stories,
this is the biggest and best anthology of
ghostly hauntings ever. Over 40 tales of
visitation by the undead - from vengeful
and violent spirits, set on causing harm
to innocent people tucked up in their
homes, to rarer and more kindly ghosts,
returning from the grave to reach out
across the other side. Yet others entertain desires of a more sinister bent, including the erotic. This new edition includes a selection of favourite haunted
house tales chosen by famous screen
stars Boris Karloﬀ, Peter Cushing and
Christopher Lee. Plus a top ranking list of
contributors that includes Stephen King,
Bram Stoker, Ruth Rendell, and James
Herbert - all brought together by an anthologist who himself lives in a haunted
house. Stories include: Something unspeakable lurks in a Connecticut apartment closet, in Stephen King's 'The Boogeyman'; An Irish castle holds something
truly horrifying in wait, in 'The Whistling
Room' by William Hope Hodgson; The
lecherous old ghost of a Georgian country house eyes up his latest tenant, in No-
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rah Lofts' 'Mr Edward'; An ancient mansion on a shelf of rock previously occupied by a doomed castle, in 'In Letters of
Fire' by Gaston Le Roux; The hunter is
hunted in James Herbert's tale of nineteenth-century country mansion, 'The
Ghost Hunter'; Psychic phenomena and
poltergeists, avenging spirits and phantom lovers - curl up and read on, but never imagine you are safe from a visit...
Over 130 of the very best short pieces of
erotica writing are complied here for a
steamy and sensual read of “quickies” in
1,500 words or less, from some of the
best loved writers in the ﬁeld. Fans ofThe
Mammoth Book of the Best New Eroticaare sure to enjoy this exciting and edgy new collection.
Too much of a good thing? Impossible!
When it comes to erotica, three is
deﬁnitely not a crowd—nor is four . . . or
more. This collection continues in the
successful Erotica category with stories
of lovers in large numbers.
A hot new collection erotic stories spans
the globe to present an internationally
ﬂavored anthology of tanitlizing tales of
lust, passion, and desire. Original.
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